
2013 was a year of proud accomplishments and ambitious investments 
for Eurasia Partnership Foundation.  Some of the most important 
products came to fruition as the result of a long industrial cycle 
of programming. After years of capacity building for diverse civil 
society clusters, we eventually released end products such as the 
Anticorruption Toolkit for public administration bodies, a Glossary 
that the Yerevan Press Club (YPC) from Armenia and Yeni Nesil from 
Azerbaijan produced on the language of conflict-sensitive reporting, a 
journalist’s guide to unbiased reporting, and ground-breaking research 
on the rights of religious and ethnic minority children in Armenia that 
was done for the Council of Europe. 

A new direction in Eurasia’s mandate touched upon the extremely 
sensitive issue of religious tolerance. Among other results, we produced 
a documentary directed by Shahen Nazarenko, which tells the story 
of an Armenian orphan who is befriended by Iranians. The film, 
entitled “Iranian Spaghetti,” depicts the true patchwork of ‘next door’ 
stories regarding religious tolerance and intolerance, which are often 
overlooked. 

2013 saw the conclusion of the 4-year Alternative Resources in Media 
(ARM) program, which was implemented in a consortium with Internews 
(US), the Media Initiatives Center and YPC. The program produced some 
groundbreaking products including profound video observations on 
Samizdat (underground Soviet literature), the Armenian elections and 
the 1948 deportations of immigrant Armenians. 

ARM became something of a ‘boot camp’ for EPF’s grantmaking. As the 
project progressed, we graduated from traditional grantmaking and 
found ourselves involved with accelerated social start-ups. We began to 
function as a venture fund, which invests in the best social startup ideas, 
mentors these through the whole process of implementation, and then 
accelerates their impact through networking and skill building. A stand-
alone satirical blog would be accelerated into a political satire talk show 
on a mainstream TV channel, or an activist would be empowered to 
launch a disability news platform.   

During 2013 we also had to face a significant challenge. In September, 
the Armenian Government’s decision to sign up with the Russia-
led Customs Union instead of pursuing the Association Agreement 
with the EU came as a surprise. This decision was met with massive 
disappointment on the part of civil society organizations. This was a 
moment when a think-and-do-tank like EPF must take the responsibility 
to protect civil society and muster the courage to act decisively. I trust in 
Eurasia 2014. With the new branch in Ijevan, our own new office, a wide-
scale project on CSO development ahead, a large portfolio of Armenia-
Turkey and Armenia-Azerbaijan civil society dialogue programming, 
and a team of unique professionals, we will continue to lead the way 
in development and dialogue, and to avoid being distracted by the ups 
and downs of state strategies. 

MISSION STATEMENT:

To empower people to effect 
change for social justice  
and economic prosperity 
through hands-on 
programs, helping them to 
improve their communities 
and their own lives.

Gevorg Ter-Gabrielyan 
Chief Executive Officer 
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ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES IN MEDIA 
Program in the Spotlight

During the period 2010-2013, EPF, in a consortium made up of 
Internews (USA), the Yerevan Press Club, and the Media Initiatives 
Center, implemented the Alternative Resources in Media (ARM) 
Program funded by USAID. This relatively large-scale and long-term 
intervention allowed the consortium to have a definite and positive 
impact on freedom of the media and expression in Armenia.

The Program created various opportunities: for the public to engage 
in open discussions on policy issues affecting their lives; to allow for 
a wider range of viewpoints to be presented in the media; and to 
provide a forum for discussion between policy-makers and the general 
public, which has resulted in more responsible decision-making. The 
ARM program has increased the proliferation of alternative sources 
of diverse news and information, built civic demand for alternative 
content, supported the production and dissemination of unbiased and 
alternative content and enhanced public advocacy on media freedom.

Here is how the Program’s contribution is characterized by Jeanne 
Bourgault, the President of Internews: 

“I want to take the opportunity to reflect on what has been a truly 
remarkable project, run by a truly remarkable Internews team along 
with its truly remarkable partners.   This is our Alternative Resources in 
Media Program, based in Yerevan and led by Manana Aslamazyan. Our 
partners for this project include the Media Initiatives Center (formerly 
Internews Armenia, run by Nouneh Sarkissian), the Yerevan Press Club 
and the Eurasia Partnership Foundation.

Over the past four years, the project has focused on several major 
objectives: content production and distribution, building consumer 
demand for quality news and information – including media literacy 
–  and public advocacy for better media laws. Of particular note is that 
this project has created a number of ‘firsts’ for Armenia. These include: 

Armenia’s first media museum… and it is mobile!  

The first national  media literacy curriculum  which is now in active 
use at several Armenian secondary schools.  This curriculum is already 
being reviewed by other Internews country programs as a possible 

model for replication.

A network of  community media centers (‘InfoTuns’) providing 
information, internet access, media education, computer literacy 
courses, and community events in six regions.

ARM’s creation of the first innovation camp in Armenia. Called 
“Mardamej” and based on a model first launched in Sarajevo, this camp 
has served as the launching pad for online civic projects and  other 
innovation labs on both regional and national levels.

Another first for Armenia is I-Ditord, the  crowdsourced map of 
election violations  which premiered during the 2012 parliamentary 
elections and was also used during the 2013 presidential elections.

The first research study to investigate Armenians’ media consumption 
habits and preferences.

Dozens of hours of high-quality TV programming on underreported 
issues.

The creation of several new informational and civic online resources 
including www.media.am,  www.mynews.am,  www.citybugs.am, and 
others.

More than  1,300 media professionals trained  in the development 
and use of new technologies.

More than 50 innovative media projects funded through  a  small 
grants program  including:

• The production of several  documentary films  covering diverse 
topics such as combating corruption in Georgia, and stories of 
Armenian migrants throughout the world,

• The first social art biennale held in Yerevan, where artists and non-
artists alike raised public awareness about social issues through 
art,

• Support for the  ArmComedy  group to raise public awareness 
about political, social and environmental problems in Armenia 
through satirical coverage of news in text, video and live formats.”

The ARM team has been happy to work together on this challenging 
long-term project; ties established over these years will continue on, 
generating new projects, ideas and change for a long time to come.

Armcomedy Evening Show

Alternative Rresources in Media



YOUTH BANK: 
THE CONTAGIOUS DRIVE

Narek Beglaryan, Youth Bank Member since 2009, and founder of 
the Vayots Dzor Regional Development and Partnership Center in 
Yeghegnadzor. The Center plans to build on the networking capabilities, 
drive and professional capacity of the Youth Bank volunteer groups and 
to become a civil society organization which promotes a modern and 
effective organizational culture in Yeghegnadzor. The values of Narek’s 
NGO are transparency, responsiveness and progress. 

“One thing that young people possess a great quantity of is energy. 
Being energetic is their ‘default setting’. The question is how this energy 
is used. I recall myself on the front lines of organizing school parties 
and picnics. It was an easy and pleasant way of expending energy. I 
was trapped in a comfort zone drawn by the narrow borders of my 

From being driven by others, I have become a driver of change. 

I now have a well-paid job. I have traveled to different countries, and 
I have colleagues, partners and friends in Armenia and abroad. But 
I would not be as satisfied if my gains did not benefit others. I feel 
rewarded when other young people seek my opinion, rely on my 
example, and then involve themselves in unpaid social activism to help 
shape a good future. 

Perhaps, if I had not gone through the Youth Bank experience, my 
dreams would not have grown beyond having a comfortable house, 
a job and a car. Today I believe in the human capital of my country – 
in the educated youth who will work to create a democratic society. I 
believe in a country where every person is respected, the government 
is trusted, and communities are clean and secure. I have turned my 
dream into a goal and it drives my everyday commitment to community 
service.”

Gayane Mkrtchyan, Program Manager for Community and Youth 
Programs

“Youth Bank is a youth-led grantmaking program, which channels 
money into projects that aim to improve the quality of life of local 
communities. The Program aims at increasing capacity of and giving 
opportunity to local youth to engage as active citizens in identifying 
and addressing local needs. 

Youth Bank is unique in that it puts money directly into the hands 
of young people who decide on how it will be spent. Young people 
manage all aspects of grant-making: setting priorities, announcing 
competitions, collecting, selecting applications, conducting interviews, 
funding and monitoring projects and often fundraising to support the 
funded projects. Youth Bank members develop many skills including 
communications and strategic thinking as well as self-esteem and 
team spirit.

All Youth Banks abide by a set of Golden Rules but are still given the 
flexibility to adapt their activities and processes to local circumstances. 
This means that the Youth Bank model can work anywhere in the 
world. Youth Bank program operates in 24 countries worldwide and 
their number is growing. To connect Youth Bank programs across the 
world, Youth Bank International network was launched in April, 2013” 
(www.youthbankinternational.org).

life. But entrepreneurial intuition protests against the waste of such 
resources. One starts thinking about investing one’s energy in a good 
cause, or about how to multiply it. I was lucky that my ‘boiling point’ 
happened to coincide with the announcement of the Youth Bank 
volunteer recruitment drive which I noticed on the events board at my 
university, just after I’d returned from military service. I was studying 
finance at that time and the key word that caught my eye was ‘bank’. 
If it had simply been some job announcement, I would probably have 
ended up being employed in a bank, and my life would have migrated 
from one zone of comfort to another. But instead, it was an adventure. 

My environment, perceptions and incentives changed drastically. I 
learned to look at issues from a different angle. Any social issue was 
now a curious observer’s challenge and I was the creative engineer 
of solutions to problems. I came to understand the importance of 
cooperation and enjoying a ‘community feeling.’ The ‘Youth Bank way’ 
of approaching problems made me an ‘owner’ of these problems. 
It was far outside my comfort zone. Persistent challenges and the 
responsibility to change turned me into the person I am now. 

I found out later that many young people, who have since become 
my friends, have looked at me as a leader and wanted to follow my 
path. They have grown to value volunteerism, a concept which had 
previously seemed meaningless. Most importantly, the community 
trusts me – they turn to me for advice, new initiatives and contacts. 

Youth Bank Event

Narek Beglaryan, Youth Bank Member



EPF ARMENIA DONORS IN 2013

Over 100,000 USD
•	 Eurasia Foundation
•	 European Commission
•	 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, United Kingdom 
•	 The Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands
•	 United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
 

Under 100,000 USD
•	 Orange Armenia
•	 Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), 

Yerevan Office
•	 United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights

Contact Information: 

1/21 Azatuyan ave., apt. 23., 
0037 Yerevan, Armenia
Tel: (+374 10) 25 15 75 
E-mail: info-epf@epfound.am
http://www.epfound.am

EURASIA PARTNERSHIP FOUNDATION (REGISTERED IN ARMENIA)
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013

2013  2012

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

Furniture and equipment 
including intangibles

Total non-current assets

$

$

$

 -  -

$  4,527$  94,641

280,274

2,884,946

3,165,220 1,735,097

295,956

1,439,141 

Cash

Grants and contributions 
receivable

Total current assets

TOTAL ASSETS 3,259,861 1,739,624

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Grants payable

Deferred revenue

Accrued salaries and related 
bene�ts

Accrued expenses and accounts 
payable

Unrestricted

Temporary restricted

$  2,025,722 $ 81,951

38,088

31,560

16,104

2,111,474 201,599

30,803
1,117,584

1,148,387

1,561,036
(23,011)

53,071

23,154

-

43,423-

Total net assets 1,538,025

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 3,259,861 1,739,624

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Due from related parties

Total current liabilities

Gelman, Rosenberg and Freedman have conducted an audit for our 
financial statements and have issued an unqualified opinion.

COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL 
FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS

EPF ARMENIA FINANCIALS 2013
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES:

Dieter Boden, German Ambassador, Organization 
for Security and Cooperation in Europe, ret.
Andrew Coxshall, KPMG
Raffi Doudaklian, Mission East Armenia
William Hanlon, OSCE Yerevan Office
Yeva Hyusyan, Microsoft Innovation Center
David Lawrence Lee, MagtiCom
Danielle del Marmol, Belgian Ambassador, ret.
Mary Sheehan, International Organization for 
Migration, ret. 
Kenneth S. Yalowitz, United States Ambassador, 
ret., Dickey Center for International Understanding, 
Dartmouth College


